~1.
New Scientific Research Proves that 99.9% of all Children
Murdered in the Universe is Perpetrated by Females.
~2.
Murder is a Strong word that has a lot of Emotions tied to
it,
so lets look at this Research from a Scientific Point of
View,
and define Murder,
since its Defined as the unlawful premeditated killing of
one human being by another,
and Murder is a Synonym for kill,
and Kill is Defined as to cause the death of a person,
animal, or other living thing,
then you have to define Living,
which is a Synonym for Alive,
and is Defined as a person, animal, or plant living, not
dead,
so now we have to Define Child,
which is defined as a young human being below the age of
puberty or below the legal age of majority,
and ask how low does the age go,
which goes back to the Definition of the Word Alive,
which means Not Dead,
and since I have Asperger's Syndrome,
yew can Assume that I take the Meaning of Words and Phrases
Literally,
so I mean what I say,
and I say what I mean,
so in my Scientific Research into the number 1 cause of
Death of Children in the Universe,
which for our Discussion we will limit this Planet Earth of
this Era,
and further limit the Deaths to Premeditated Murder of
Children,
according to my Definition,
and the Recorded Deaths of Children on this Planet.
~3.
That said,

most Men would agree with this Research,
based purely on the Logic of the Statement,
and History itself,
whereas Women will Argue this Point,
to the Point of the whole Argument being Pointless,
since it will not change the Data in this Scientific
Research,
but it will not stop them from Arguing about it,
so I can see that this Research will upset a lot of Women,
but in the Pursuit for the Truth,
a Scientist most answer for the Data,
and Just the Facts,
and the Facts are that if you Research the most Common
Cause of Death of Children Around the World,
yew will find that in 99.9% of all such Reported Deaths of
Children,
it was the Woman who Premeditated the Death of their own
Child.
~4.
In Nature its not uncommon for the Female to Kill the Male,
after their Children are Conceived,
but uncommon for them to Murder those Children,
lets face it,
that Species would Self Destruct if that happened,
and I am not saying that Woman are Eating their Children,
like the Black Widow Eats her Husband,
that would be Disturbing,
but I am saying that as a Species this is a Sign that the
Human Race is Self Destructing.
~5.
I have to admit that my Research only took a few minutes to
complete,
once I decided to find out if this was even True,
because the Reason I came to this Conclusion was because of
a Nightmare I woke up early to,
and could not go back to sleep,
because this Thought Disturbed me so much,
that at first I could not believe it was True,
till I was fully awake,

as if I was in Shock that I have never heard about this
before this Nightmare,
only to Wake to find out that its all True,
Woman are Mass Murdering their Own Children,
and No one on this Planet is even Acknowledging it,
because of the Word Unlawful,
which I neglected to Define until this Moment,
because that is the Only Reason that this could be hidden
from Public View,
I mean How can a Society of Civilized Human Beings,
allow its Females to Mass Murder its Children,
and the Answer is because they made it Legal.
~6.
This Nightmare started off with the 911 Video of a Plane
Flying into the Twin Towers,
disappearing into the building like it was made out of
Butter,
instead of the Concrete and Steal it is made out of,
the one the Media keep showing over and over again,
till yew have that Image embedded in yewer Mind forever,
only to be shown a Picture of the Twin Towers from Battery
Park 13 years later,
and realizing that its impossible to get the angles of the
Buildings,
to align in a way that makes it possible for the Video to
be Real,
meaning that its a Computer Created Video,
or a Hoax,
because its clear from analyzing this Video,
that all 3 Buildings are in Focus,
that would mean that this Video Camera has the Capability
to simultaneously Focus of every object in its view,
not only that but this Camera has High Speed Capability,
so that it can be slowed down with no Blurring of Objects
moving at High Speed,
and this Camera does not Exist on this Planet for any
Price,
and even if it did,
what would be the Point,
it does not Look Real,

because the Human Eye does not see things this way in Real
Life,
and since it was done before the Actual Event,
it means that who ever said they Took it had Knowledge of
the Event before it happened,
not only that but they knew exactly when and where the
Plane would hit the Building,
making this a Conspiracy,
even 13 Years After 911,
everyone knows who said took this Video,
and its clear that this Person is Guilty of a Crime,
yet no one wants to do anything about it but Complain to
People who allow their Women to Murder their Children,
so I got to thinking that maybe this too is just a
Conspiracy,
at least that Explains why no one really wants to talk
about it.
~7.
Then this Nightmare took a Different twist,
and shifted into a Head Line in the News that Read:
Man With Asperger's Syndrome Murders 7 People and Injuring
13,
prompting for Laws to Take away the Rights for People with
a Known Mental Illness to Own Guns,
this sounds like a Conspiracy,
but its not,
and keep in Mind that a Headache is technically more of a
Mental Illness,
then Asperger's Syndrome is,
so be Careful for what Laws yew Vote for,
Voting made Murdering Children Legal,
so lets face it,
Statistically more People have been Murdered by People with
Headaches,
then they did by People who have Asperger's Syndrome,
so its Clear that the Government just wants to take the
Guns away from Everyone,
but that is just a Conspiracy Theory...
~8.

Dreams can be very Strange,
a lot of seemingly unrated incidences come together to form
a Nightmare,
in which yew wake to find out the Truth of the Matter,
which is Society is Self Destructing,
and nobody is willing to stand up and say wait a minute
here,
something is not right with this Picture,
the Laws do not Protect our Children,
they allow them to be Murdered by their Mothers,
and that can not be right,
not in the I's of God,
but God is just a Deity to most of Yew,
when Scientifically I have Proved that God Exist,
but this is all about Science,
how Scientifically I proved that Woman are responsible for
99.9% of all Children recorded Death in the World,
and no one really cares,
nor do they really care about 911,
or why they are pushing for Laws to take away the Rights of
people with Asperger's Syndrome,
no one really cares,
they allowed this to happen,
and they have allowed those responsible to get away with
Murder...
~9.
For those People who do not believe that this Research is
the Truth,
should do the Research for themselves and determine if its
the Truth or Not,
yew must determine if this is Murder in the I's of God,
Not the Deity God,
but the God I refer to as Gods Particle,
that God that Created yew at the Cellular Level,
and ask yewerself what God would think of a Society that
allows this type of Behavior to Exist...
This Research starts with a Simple Internet Search,
take all the Death Records for all the Children on this
Planet,
and determine the Cause of Death,

then determine who Allowed this Death to take place,
for what every reason they have,
to take a Life that Existed one Minute,
and cause it to Die the Next,
so I would Search for Males who had an Abortion,
which is the Number 1 Cause of Children's Death in the
World at this Time,
and yew will not find 1 in all recorded History,
and yew will now fully understand that it does not take a
Wizard to figure out,
this is Not a Conspiracy,
its just a Rant...
~10.
The Light Wizzard in the Flesh,
will Rant in Step 0,
Child Murder,
from the Viewpoint of the Lightside in Terms the Darkside
can Understand.
~11.
Society is what Yew make of it,
and in this Society Yew make Women into Mass Murderers,
who have no Moral Fiber in their Being,
and its because the Men have none Either,
so the Future of all Humans is in Question,
because its clear that the Human Race is Self Destructing.
~12.
The Answer is Clear that for Society to Evolve,
Sheeple most Own up to their Part in Society,
and Stop Acting like Animals,
and acting like they are a Higher Form of Life,
when their very Nature is Disgusting...
In a World gone Mad,
there is only 1 Hope for Humanity,
and that Hope is that People will Take Charge of their
Life,
and take back Control over the World they Live in,
and Grow a Back Bone,
and Stand up for what is Right,

or yew can do what I just did and Rant about it,
because...
~13.
IAM the Light,
IAM the Darkness,
IAM every shade of Grey in between.
IAM the Light Wizzard in the Flesh.

